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Problems with energy only markets

— The political problem

— The regulatory problem

— The finance problem

— The environmental problem

— What would financial markets prefer?

— Marginal prices still need to equal marginal costs
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Power markets are always in disequilibrium

— We always have the wrong assets in the wrong place
— Long asset lives, capital intensive, transport and storage limits

— Planning versus reality
— If plan for a 10% return on capital
— At any point in time the value of the capacity to the system is unlikely to result in 

a 10% return
— Could be making 0% or 30%

— These economics are not changed by market design
— But the allocation of property rights and forward commitments can change the 

politics, regulation and financial consequences

— There is no such thing as an ‘energy only’ market
— All markets have some degree of pre-commitment in them
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The political problem with energy only markets

— 2-sided benefits of pre-commitments
— Derisking for generators / investors
— Commitments of security for politicians / customers

— Fairness and credibility
— High returns happen at unusual times
— ‘fairness’ includes sticking to promises as well as sharing value equitably
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The regulatory problem with energy only markets

— Ex-post regulatory analysis
— Generally exceptional circumstances
— Excessive pricing vs pricing below new entry costs
— Market definition – scope in geographical & time terms

— There is no perfect market design
— Full nodal real time spot pricing?
— Economics vs electrical engineering

— Changes to market rules
— Transmission rights, constraint management, locational loss charging, shared 

and fixed costs
— Plus fuel taxes, carbon constraints, despatch priority, interconnector rights

— Benefits of ex ante rules or commitments
— Range from rules for ex post analysis to full forward contracting
— Do not change the economic difficulties but limit the distributional impacts of 

behaviour
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The financial problem with energy only markets

Source: Reuters, Deutsche Bank

— Merchant generation globally has not earned its cost of capital
— UK, Spain, Germany, Netherlands, New England, Texas etc

— GDF Suez global generation margins
— c. €130/kW EBITDA global contracted
— c. €65/kW EBITDA global merchant
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The environmental problem with energy only markets

— Parallel markets
— Fossil / thermal generation generally under energy only markets
— Solar and wind selling under FITs / CFDs

— Two routes to convergence:

— Shift renewables to energy only market?
— But close to zero marginal costs
— Low carbon generation becomes a bigger play on fossil prices than fossil 

generation
— Europe has quantity-based targets for renewables (and emissions)

— Forward-contracting for capacity from renewable and non-renewable 
generation is an alternative route to convergence
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— EU renewables target
— $90/bbl real oil, gas relinking to oil
— Structural carbon market reform and some 

coal to gas switching
— New capacity needed, driving prices to new 

build costs
— Nuclear policies including German phase out, 

French refurbishment capex
Affordability pushback likely

The affordability problem looks set to get worse

Source: Eurostat, Reuters, Deutsche Bank
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What would financial markets prefer?

— Low carbon capital is not affordable for end users at the cost of equity
— Unaffordable ‘commitments’ are not credible

— Returns on equity vs debt

— How to make money in finance
— Mechanisms for refinancing sunk capital at rates closer to the cost of debt
— The AAA rated sector
— Derisking returns on sunk capital from necessary flexibility in policy making
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UK gilt yields vs energy returns Theoretical saving from a radical refinancing of the UK energy sector
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Marginal prices should equal marginal costs

— The informational power of price signals
— Top-down planning vs bottom-up behaviour

— Marginal prices in the European power do not equal marginal costs
— Eg end user unit prices are too high, capacity prices are too low
— Prices for network use, locational decisions, carbon, renewable generation, security

— This is dangerous due to future disruptive forces
— Wind, solar, microgeneration – ‘grid parity’?
— Oil, coal, gas dynamics – energy intensive users moving to North America for cheap gas?
— Smart meters and smart appliances
— Electricity in transport and heat demand

— Greater use of pre-commitment mechanisms and forward trading of property rights 
helps rather than hinders setting marginal prices at marginal cost
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